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The Continuum - Where Is The Light

                            tom:
                D
Intro: D  A

D
 I don't know you
              A
But I believe in what you say
D
 I don't know you
              A
And I believe in what you feel
        Bm
So many chains inside your mind
     Gbm
Your mind
            Bm
You want to rise up from the ground
Db
Just run away from the dark side
              D
Where is the light
                    A
It takes madness to carry on
                        Bm
You know this life will bring you down
              Gbm E
Where is the light
               D
Where is the light
                     A
Sometimes you have to lose control
                   Bm
Accept the pain, the endless fall
             Db
To find the light

D
 Everyday

You realize
                      A
We're all the same as each other

But it's alright
D
 Everyday

You're getting closer
                       A
You'll find the way to get stronger

Get stronger
        Bm
So many hopes inside your mind
     Gbm
Your mind
               Bm
You're getting ready for a new ride
Db
It's time to rush to the bright side
              D
Where is the light

                    A
It takes madness to carry on
                        Bm
You know this life will bring you down
              Gbm Dbm E
Where is the light
              D
Where is the light
                     A
Sometimes you have to lose control
                 Bm
Accept the pain, the endless fall
             Db
To find the light
D
 We are the light
                      A
We are the madness to carry on
D
 We are the light
             A
It?s time to rise up from the ground

[Solo] D  A  D  A  E
       D  A  Bm  Gbm  Bm  Db

            D
We are the light
                       A
We have the madness to carry on
                   Bm
We?ve all the rage to fight
            Gbm E
We are the light

            D
We are the light
             A
It?s time to rise up from the ground
                 Bm
And we must fire off this town
             Gbm E
To find the light

            D
We are the light
                       A
We have the madness to carry on
                   Bm
We?ve all the rage to fight
            Gbm E
We are the light

            D
We are the light
             A
It?s time to rise up from the ground
                 Bm
And we must fire off this town
             Gbm
To find the light

[Final] E   D  A

Acordes


